
All The Broken Pieces: A Heart-Wrenching
Tale of a Young Refugee’s Journey – Ann Burg
Have you ever wondered what it feels like to be torn apart from your homeland,
leaving everything behind to start a new life in a foreign country? Ann Burg, the
acclaimed author, captures the essence of this heart-wrenching experience
through her novel "All The Broken Pieces." This article will delve into the world of
"All The Broken Pieces" and explore the themes, characters, and emotions that
make it such a compelling read.

Understanding the Storyline

"All The Broken Pieces" is a young adult novel that follows the life of Matt Pin, a
twelve-year-old Vietnamese boy who was airlifted out of his war-torn country
during the Vietnam War. He is adopted by an American family, but struggles with
guilt and a sense of displacement due to the trauma he experienced and the
memories he left behind.

The story is presented in verse, which adds a unique touch to the narrative.
Through Matt's perspective, readers get a glimpse into his inner turmoil as he
navigates through a new culture, tries to fit in at school, and comes to terms with
his past. The poetic style allows for a more immersive reading experience,
making it difficult to put the book down.
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The Themes Explored

"All The Broken Pieces" touches upon several powerful themes that resonate with
readers on a profound level. The most prominent theme is the experience of
being a refugee and the emotional baggage that comes with it. Matt's struggles
highlight the complexities of identity, culture clash, and the long-lasting impacts of
war.

Through Matt's character, the novel also explores the themes of acceptance,
forgiveness, and the healing power of art. Matt finds solace in playing baseball,
which becomes an outlet for his emotions and a means of connecting with others.
The story beautifully illustrates the power of art to heal wounds and bridge gaps
between people.

Memorable Characters

Ann Burg populates her novel with a cast of memorable characters that leave a
lasting impression on readers.

1. Matt Pin: The protagonist, a troubled twelve-year-old boy who struggles with
his identity and the memories of war.
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2. Linh: Matt's younger adopted sister, who acts as a source of comfort and
support for him.

3. Bobby: Matt's best friend and teammate, who helps him navigate the
challenges of American life.

4. Mike and Kate Pin: Matt's adoptive parents, who provide him with love and
stability. They try their best to understand and support him.

Impact and Reception

"All The Broken Pieces" has received critical acclaim and resonates with readers
of all ages. The novel received the 2010 Jefferson Cup Award for Outstanding
Historical Fiction, among various other accolades.

Readers praise the way Ann Burg sensitively captures the emotions and
struggles of a young refugee. The book's poetic style, relatable characters, and
thought-provoking themes make it an engaging and impactful read.

"All The Broken Pieces" by Ann Burg is a powerful and emotional journey that
immerses readers into the heart and mind of a young refugee. Through Matt's
story, the novel explores themes of identity, acceptance, and the healing power of
art.

This heart-wrenching tale serves as a reminder of the resilience and strength of
those who have been torn apart by war and forced to rebuild their lives in a
foreign land. It is a truly captivating read that will leave a lasting impact on anyone
who picks it up.
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An award-winning debut novel from a stellar new voice in middle grade
fiction.Matt Pin would like to forget: war torn Vietnam, bombs that fell like dead
crows, and the terrible secret he left behind. But now that he is living with a caring
adoptive family in the United States, he finds himself forced to confront his past.
And that means choosing between silence and candor, blame and forgiveness,
fear and freedom.By turns harrowing, dreamlike, sad, and triumphant, this
searing debut novel, written in lucid verse, reveals an unforgettable perspective
on the lasting impact of war and the healing power of love.

Learn How Ann Burg can Help You Bowl Like a
Pro - Master Better Bowling Techniques Today!
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no further! Ann Burg, a renowned professional bowler, has shared her
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